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Tourism training courses

hese talks and workshops given
by Desafío 7G-Turismo make
multidisciplinary
concepts,
strategies and tools available to
stakeholders to face the challenges
and opportunities posed by tourism
activity.
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General objective
» Contribute to the professionalization of tourism in Chile providing specialized knowledge,
tools and strategies for the benefit of the image and economy of the country.
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General
description
This series of courses is designed for those
interested in discovering the Chilean
natural and cultural heritage, covering
topics such as:

» Sustainable

Tourism

and

Circular

Economy
» The Principle of LEAVE NO TRACE
» Classification of the different types of
Vegetation growing in Chile
» Medicinal plants
» Cultural heritage around the vine
» Traditions, theories and the historical
development of Chile
» I am my own company. Concepts for the
entrepreneur
» Psychology applied to Tourism
» Tour guides, the best practices
» Management and animation of groups
» Conversation

in

English,

French,

German, Italian, Portuguese and Russian
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Lecturers and instructors
Abelardo Roberto Fuentes Robledo
Normal School Degree as a Primary and Middle
School Teacher with a Specialty in History and
Geography. Private Studies of Anthropology with
Professor Pedro Megge PUC and The Pre- Columbian
Arts Museum. English Teacher, Santiago. Private
Studies and fluent in French, German, Italian,
Portuguese, practiced in their original countries. Senior
Professor for Tourism School at Los Leones
Professional Institute.

Patricia Garabito Valdés
Professional

Translator

English

Spanish.

Bachelor in Tourism, Universidad de Chile. Founder of
Wine Wein Tours. Wine and Spirits Professional level
1. Planner of the Curricula for Tourism at EATRI.
Tourism Teacher at Los Leones Professional Institute.
Sustainability and strategic Alliances courses hosted by
the IBD and the EDX.
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Edmundo E. Boudon Mendoza
Master of Arts and Philology at the
Moscow University, 1978. Tour Guide and Tour
Escort in English, Russian, French, Italian and
Portuguese. Interpreter.

Languages Teacher in

English, French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish.
“Over 40 years‘ experience as Tourist Guide,
Interpreter Guide, Tourism Escort, Language
Teacher, folklorist, Guide in English, Italian,
French, Portuguese, Spanish.

Jelenia Osses Marchant
Graduate
Professional

in

Tour

Education
Guide

in

Nature.

Specialized

in

Environmental Education since 2001 for Infants,
Children,

Adolescents

and

grown-ups.

University Program for outdoors aiming at
enhancing

the

School

Curricula

and

environmental awareness. Fluent in French,
English and Spanish.
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Alejandro Cabezas Maturana
School Teacher Degree at Universidad de
Chile. Bachelor in Tourism at Universidad de Chile.
Specialty in Chilean Flora. Tourist Groups Direction.
Arts and Architecture Specialist.

Fluent in Italian,

English and Spanish.

Myriam Carrasco Hidalgo
Engineer in Tourism. Certified Expert at the
Chilean Sommelier School Level 1 and 2. Wine School
Chile WSET level 1,2,3. Tour Guiding Course
specialized in Enoturismo given by Enoturismo Chile.
Fluent in English and Spanish.
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Heriberto Chávez Albornoz
Bachelor in Psychology Universidad de
Chile. Conductor of academic activities related
to tourism. Rapporteur and planner of SelfEsteem and Personal Development Courses.
Planner of Enotourism Course. Development of
Professional Curriculum for Tourism Program.
Languages: English and French. Organizer of
the Curricula for Tourism Schools. Fluent in
English and Spanish.

The Lecturers and Teachers have at least 25 years’ experience in the Industry and all of them are Tour
Guides and Tour Escorts duly certified under the Chilean Competition Rule and Quality Standard. NCH
2961. Of 2006. Numbers U-7912-5113-001-V02 and U-7912-5113-005-V01
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Methodology
» On-line or live sessions (according to health
regulations in force)
» Diagnostic Test
» Indoor activities and outdoor practical
activities
» Chaired discussion fora
» Permanent formative evaluations
» Certification will be issued for participants
attending at least 75% of lessons
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Courses
General tour guide, good practices in the field
Do you feel attracted to the work of an International Tourist Guide? With us, you will learn the
grounds of our work, as well as some of its secrets and anecdotes which will end up by bewitching you.
Duration: 3 Hours

The professional tour guide
Do you feel comfortable outdoors, showing the best of Chile? Do you want to enlarge your world
view? and getting information about other areas of the World through the chatting with your clients? Get
to know the secrets of a Professional who works hard to safeguard everything he/she cares for.
Duration: 3 Hours

Directing and entertaining groups
Anyone who wants to lead a Group and perform touristic activities needs certain techniques and
basic theories to let others obtain a successful and unforgettable experience. In this course you will be
given all the tips and essential techniques to do the right movements and react assertively to create the
most pleasant and durable memories in your Clients.
Duration 8 Hours
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Psychology applied to tourism
Tourism is a communicative situation, in which human contact is fundamental and
communications and behaviors take place, which psychology can help us face.
This Course is compounded by two modules of 4 hours each. We suggest to attend module 1 to be
successful in the number two.
Duration: Two 4-hour modules

Entrepreneurial workshop 1
Detection of strengths and weaknesses in yourself and in your company (or your future company)
to enhance your undertaking and yourself. Emotional Intelligence. My first Storytelling.
Duration: 2 ½ hours

Entrepreneurial workshop 2
Entrepreneurial group and individually participants design or innovate a product or service
applying principles and methods of the Circular Economy in Tourism. Valuing and evaluating the
applicability of the concept of local environment considering the cost and benefits paradigm and applying
y the win-win concept.
Module 1 is a pre-requisite for Module 2.
Duration: 3 hours
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Chilean native flora
This course will provide knowledge of the classification of the types of plants along Chile,
especially the native species in the Metropolitan Region. You will identify the environmental
characteristics which determine the various types of plants. Focus will be on the environments and types
of plants in Central Chile, beginning with the identification of local species. (Course given in Spanish and
French).
Duration: 5 hours

Minimum environmental impact
The environmental emergency in our planet forces the creation of awareness and actions so as to
contribute to preservation for the future generations. This course will teach and explain the “Leave no
Traces” principles and will strengthen the making of adequate decisions, linking them to everyday
situations, both in cities and in the wilds. (Course given in Spanish and French).
Duation: 4 hours

Medicinal plants in chile
The Mapuche people plays an important role in Chilean history, “Chile previously known as
“Tchili”. It is most interesting to know the history and cosmovision of our ancestors. In this talk we shall
cover the Mapuche medicine, its plants and how they relate to the various organs.
Duration: 2 hours
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City trees
Santiago's streets, squares and parks has a variety of trees, both native and exotic, making it
friendly and giving it a natural atmosphere, but, which are they, and what is their contribution? Are some
better than others? What criteria were used to plant them? This course intends to answer these and other
questions, so as to appreciate a City asset pertaining to our city life.
Duration: 4 hours

Introduction to wine tasting
Wine tasting doesn’t mean just the action of drinking, but to devoting our senses of sight, smell
and taste to experience the aromas, savour and identify the history. During this lecture you will be
instructed basically in the elementary principles of tasting by applying our senses.
Duration: 2 Hours

All you need to know about wine
Our aim is to produce feelings for wine drinking and its world, thus promoting the development of
Enotourism and acknowledging the participation of Professionals to take care of this activities. This
Course intends to provide the concepts and principles, from the vine to your palate. You will learn about
types of soil, vines, climate, stages of production, storage, grapevine and Enotourism.
Duration: 6 sessions of 1 ½ hours
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Pisco savouring and identifying it
This lecture was designed to provide the basic knowledge to put Pisco into value and promote the
culture of Chilean Pisco. Participants will be able to provide information about the origins, history and
differences between Peruvian and Chilean Pisco. Instruction about tasting techniques and pairing Pisco to
different food.
Duration: 2 Hours

Theories, traditions and historical development of chile
A 7 module cycle to understand the reasons which imprint characteristics in our personality, an
idiosyncrasy which makes us “Chilean”, including subjects such as: an analysis of the Sibero-Asian origin
of the American man, the European onset and invasion, obliterating the cultural bases of the American
peoples; characteristics and contribution of the Mapuche culture, history of colony characters,
independence from the Mother Country, creation of the Chilean State transformation of the “criollo”
aristocracy, the Chilean “roto”. Evolution of our society up to the present situation of the country,
including the “estallido social” (social outburst).
These Lectures were programmed to understand the many different reasons for the Chilean
idiosyncrasy. A bunch of actions, attitudes and reactions which determine the personality of a Chilean.
Duration 2 hours each module

On line conversation courses
IN ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN, RUSSIAN, PORTUGUESE AND SPANISH

Why is it so important to talk in the different foreign languages? We invite you to practice the
saying: Übung macht der Meister. La práctica hace al maestro. Moderated by a Professional monitor you
Will be able to put on the scene. He will organize the meetings and activities.
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Value Proposition of the
lectures, chats and courses
Our Objective is to promote the reaching of the higher standards and
solid background in the full diversity of our task of providing the most assertive
information. So we will give participants full patina of tools to overcome all
special happenings, both adapted to your will and the geographical conditions.

desafio7gturismo@gmail.com
+56 9 97338918
Produced by
visualaspecto@gmail.com

